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CHAPTER I
RB7IE117 OP RESEAHCH
The problem of this study is to build exercises to
improve auditory and visual discrimination in Grade IV.
It is the purpose of the writer to give the pupil the
ability to attack words independently through word analysis
by ear and eye training in the similarities and differ-
ences of words.
Research in this field shows that this type of train-
ing is needed* Many leading investigators have written of
the importance of training in auditory and visual dis-
crimination.
Monroe writes on this subject:
Inaccurate articulation and reading dis-
ability may come from a common cause, the in-
ability to discriminate successfully the sounds
of words. The child models his articulation to
match the auditory pattern of the word as pre-
sented by another. When he can give himself
the seme auditory stimulus which is given by
another person, the word will appear to himself
to be correctly articulated. If his auditoiy
discrimination is poor, he may confuse similar
words in both speech and reading without recog-
nizing the error. He may, however, learn to
articulate not on the basis of sounds but on
the basis of imitation of movement of the lips
and speech organs. • . •
1/ Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read . Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 193S, p. 93.

The poor sound discrimination may offer a
confusing factor in the foimation of associations
between words and their visxial symbols. A child
who cannot differentiate the words "send", "sand";
"bud", "but"; or "dime", "dine", etc., when he
hears them will have to depend upon other cues,
context, etc., to get their proper meanings. The
formation of the visual auditory associations in
reading may therefore be complicated through the
lack of precision in audition.
It is McKee's opinion that:
Pupils shoiQd be helped through *ear training'
to discover that spoken words, despite their appar-
ent unity, are composed of distinctive sound elements
or syllables, in order that when they begin to observe
and study printed words they may more easily see
the word parts that correspond to the sound.
DurrelT says
:
There are many levels and types of word analysis
and many different methods of approach in teaching
the skills involved. A complete program would in-
clude ear training to give the child skill in attend-
ing to the auditoiy elements of words, visual train-
ing for the recognition of the visual elements that
accompany word sounds, and, above all, provision for
independent use of the skills.
l/Paul MoKee, "Vocabulary Development," Thirty- sixth
Yearbook of the national Society for the Study of Education
,
Part I. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1937, p. 290.
2/ Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
Yonkers-on-Hudson, Uew York: World Book Company, 1940, p. 198.

1/
Betts gives the following abilities as necessary
for developing auditory and vlsxial discrimination:
The major instructional job in the vocabulary
development facet of language instruction are out-
lined as follows:
- O'TY -- - ^ -
ability to observe likenesses and differences in
the sounds of words.
1« To note likenesses and differences in
the initial sounds of words.
2. To note likenesses and differences in
the final sounds of words.
3. To detect rhyming elements in words.
Visual Disoriminatlon . To develop the ability
to observe likenesses and differences in the forms
of words.
1« To note differences in the general con-
figuration of words.
2. To note characteristic details of words
as a means of disoriminatlon.
«/
Dolch states that:
Phonic readiness may be developed. The
method is usually called "ear training." Early
in the first grade, the teacher may begin calling
attention to how words sound alike. Children
usually notice this fact in the case of rhymes.
Dolch gives the following steps in learning sounds:
!• Single consonant sounds
2. Consonant digraphs
3. Short sounds of vowels
l/ Bmmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction .
Boston: American Book Company, 1'5T6, p. sSl.
2/ Edward W. Dolch, Teaching Primary Reading . Champaign,
Illinois: The Garrard Press7 1941, p. 219.
3/ Ibid.. V. 221.

4. Long sotmds of vowels
5. Pinal e rule
6# Double vowels
7. Diphthongs
8. Soft c and g.
9. Utonber of syllables
10 • Division into syllables.
1/
Again, in reading Gates we find:
The abilities to see similarities and differ-
ences among words; to identify letters, phonograms
and syllables in words; to translate these letters
or letter combinations into sounds; and to combine
these visual elements or sound units into whole word
forms and whole word sounds have long been recog-
nized as useful reading skills.
Experimental research in this field, though meager,
points to the fact that auditory and visual discrimination
i/
is am important factor in the teaching of reading. Murphy
has made an extensive study of the effect of training in
auditory and visual discrimination on beginning readers.
She tested 540 children in 13 first grades in their rate
of learning, visual perception, and auditory discrimina-
tion. Her tests were administered at the beginning of
the year, after specific training had been given, and at
the end of the year. For this study she selected four
groups of children approximately equal in learning rate,
mental age, chronological age, and in their auditory and
l/ Arthur I. Gates, Interest and Ability in Heading . ITew
Tork: The Macmillan Company
, 1930, p. 200.
Zj Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific
Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning
Headi^," unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Boston Uni-

visual test scores. The first group was given "both
auditory and visual training, the second group, visual
exercises only, the third, auditory exercises only, and
the fourth group which was the control group, had no
specific training but continued with the regular reading
lessons. The material for the auditory and visual train-
ing was given for 10 minutes each day over a period of
30 days during the regular reading class. The auditory
exercises consisted of training in recognizing initial
and final consonants, initial and final hlends, and in
rhyming sounds. The visual exercises trained the children
in the ability to see similarities and differences in words
and word elements. At the close of the experiment, all
children were retested, and again at the end of the year
80 that any gains could "be measured.
The results of this study showed that all experimental
groups were superior to the control group at every measur-
ing period after auditory and visual training had "been given.
Tests at the end of the year showed the increasing order
of teaching materials to "be: (1) visual perception training;
(2) auditory perception training; (3) visual and auditory
training combined. The order of increasing effectiveness
of materials shown from tests administered immediately
after the training period was: (1) auditory perception
training; (2) visual perception training; (3) combined
auditory and visual training. From this it appears that
a-
specific training in auditory and visual discrimination has
a definite place in the reading program.
1/
Tufts analyzed three tests of auditory discrimination
to determine the items that cause the most difficulty for
beginning readers. She tested the middle sounds in words,
rhymes, beginning consonants and blends, and final conso-
nants, in visual forms as well as by pictures. She con-
^
structed items similar to those found in the Monroe Heading
Aptitude Tests, the Gates Beading Headiness Test, revised
1940, and the Murphy unpublished Auditory Discrimination
Test, Boston University, 1940. The 201 boys and girls from
five different first grades were selected. Prom this study
she found that auditory tests of rhymes and middle sounds
in words did not have as much value as those items testing
initial and final consonants and beginning blends. Tests
using words instead of pictures proved to be equally effec-
tive and reliable.
1/
Meek made an investigation of 71 children, four, five,
and six years of age, in respect to the effect of certain
factors related to reading, upon their learning rate. The
factors she selected were: (1) varying amounts of initial
practice; (2) varying amounts of later practice; and
l/ Betty R. Tufts, "An Evaluation of Several Types of
luditory Discrimination Tests for Kindergarten and First
Grade," unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1941.
2/ Lois H. Meek, A Study of Learning and Retention in Young
TJnildren. ContriFutions To Education, Ho. 164, TeacHers
college, Columbia University, Uew York, 1925.
I r
(3) similarity of associated words. Meek's conclusions
are:
1. Tlie children did, deliberately or accidentally,
hit upon certain letters or groups of letters
for means of identification of words.
Z. The last two letters were more often used as
cues than the first two or middle two letters.
3. The initial letter was more often used as a
cue than the final letter.
4. The middle two letters were used least of all
as a cue. . . .
5. Certain letters or groups of letters which have
a peculiar formation, such as i^, £, 11, £, k,
seem to he selected as cues.
6. There are scarcely ajiy data on whether the
geometrical shape of the words is used as a
cue. • • .
7. In general, the cue selected seems to be de-
pendent upon the total situation which is set
up. . . •
An e^qoerimental study was made by Garrison and Heard
on the value of phonetics on children entering school who
had no knowledge of reading. On the basis of the Pintner-
Cunningham Primary Mental Test the following four groups
were formed: a bright phonetic group; a bright non-phonetic
group; a dull phonetic group, and a dull non-phonetic group.
1/ Meek, op . cit . , pp. 58-69*
2/ Sidney C. Garrison and Minnie T. Heard, "An Experimental
"^tudy of the Value of Phonetics," Peabody Journal of Educa-
tion
,
9:9-14, July, 1931.

Two of the groups were given training in phonetics for two
years, and all groups were tested in the third year» The
conclusions of this study showed that phonetic training,
while it makes children more independent in the pronuncia-
tion of words, seems to he more effective in the latter part
1/
of the primaly grades. Grarrison and Heard conclude that
"It appears that work in meaningful exercises which are
planned to increase comprehension smd to teach discrimina-
tion of words is more important than phonetics."
Bond carried out research in determining the auditory
and speech characteristics of poor readers in relation to
their reading retardation. He used a matched control type
of research on pupils of Grades 2 and 3. His experimental
group consisted of poor readers and his control group of
good readers. Each group which contained phonetic and non-
phonetic readers was matched on the "basis of intelligence
and auditory tests. The results showed that instruction
must he adjusted to a pupil's sensory limitations or extreme
difficulty or complete failure would occur in his reading
development. * . ;
l/ Grarrison and Heajrd,, 0£o oit*
, p« 13.
2/ Guy L. Bond, The Auditory and Speech Characteristics of
Toot Readers, Contrihutions to Education, lSo» 657. ITew York:
Teachers College, Columhia University, 1935.
I r
RossignolT in a recent study, determined the relation-
ship "between hearing acuity and reading performance hefore
hearing acuity reaches its maxlmfum, and determined the re-
lationship "between reading performance and speech production.
She selected 229 children in Srades lA, IB, and 2A for this
study. They were given tests of hearing acuity and two
speech tests: one modeled after the Lorge Haubichek Test,
and the other, the Sound Repetition Test. The Gates Primary
Heading Test, Type 3, Paragraph Reading, Form 1, was given
j|
to measure silent reading ability and the Pintner-Cunningham
Primary Test, Poim A, to measure intelligence. The oral
section of the ])urrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty was
]
used to measure the children's understanding of oral material.
Rossignol^s findings showed that:
The relationships "hetween hearing acuity
and speech production ±A the learning of new
words, between hearing acuity and reading per-
formance, and between reading performance and
speech production are significantly non-chance.
Barden constructed exercises in auditory and visual
discrimination for training third and fourth grade children.
l/ Lois J. Rossignol, The Relationships among Hearing Acuity
,
Speech Production
, and Reading Performance in Grades lA , IB,
and 2A. Contributions to Education, Uo. 936. Hew York:
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1948.
2/ Ibid., p. 40.
3/ Mary C» Barden, "The Construction and Evaluation of
Skercises for Specific Training in Auditory and Visual Lie-
crimination in Third and Fourth Grades," unpublished Master^
s
Thesis, Boston University, 1945.

These exercises consisted of Initial and final consonants,
initial and final "blends, rliymlng words, and various common
word elements such as : ai, ea, oa. They were taught to
86 third and fourth grade pupils in three schools. Her
results showed that her exercises Improved the auditory
and visual discrimination of the pupils.
Crossley prepared a series of lantern slides as an
aid in teaching auditory and visual discrimination to 605
children in 20 first grades. As a result of this study,
she found that there was a statistically significant gain
in the learning rate of the experimental group at the end
of the teaching period. The children profited "by training
in the auditory discrimination of vowel sounds. Although
there was no statistically significant difference in the
visual discrimination scores of the group as a whole, the
experimental group showed gain in the second and third
quarters of the training period.
Research studies have heen made in determining the
difficulties of certain letters and word elements.
1/
Davidson tested the letters h, d, p, and q, on 48
kindergarten children and 111 first graders. She found
l/B.Alice Crossley, "An Evaluation of the Effect of
Uantem Slides on Auditory and Visual Discrimination of
Word Elements," unpuhllshed Doctor's dissertation, Boston
University, 1948.
2/ Helen P. Davidson, "A Study of the Confusing Letters,
^,D, P, and Q," Pedagogical Seminary and Journal of Genetic
Psychology
,
47:458-4687 Decemher, 1935.

that practically all kindergarten children confused these
letters. Letters which are reversals of each other were
the most difficnlt to discriminate, but that this ability-
increased with increasing mental maturity.
Wilson and Fleming studied the letter consciousness
of beginning readers. They found that young children gave
early and clear attention to letter forms and sounds as
^
basic elements of and keys to reading.
Biggy established a relative order of difficulty of
word elements in auditory discrimination. After testing
237 children in 7 first grades she established the following
results:
Relative Order of Difficulty in Initial Sounds
g
r
h
s
PJ, n
t
m
1
v, w
l/ 7rank T. Wilson and Ceoile W. Fleming, "Letter Conscious-
ness of Beginners in Reading," Pedagogical Seminary ana-
Journal of Genetic Psychology
,
53:273-285, December, 1938.
2/ M. Virginia Biggy, "The Establishment of a Relative
TTrder of Difficulty of Word Elements in Auditory Discrimina-
tion," unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1946.
L
12
Relative Order of Difficulty of Initial Blends
oh
sh
Relative Order of Difficulty of Final Consonants
y
s
t
k
1
n
S
P
All of these consonants "but y and s were more difficult
than the most difficult Initial consonants.
Relative Order of Difficulty of Rhymes
Ing
at
an, un
and
1/
Kelley made a similar study on the 314 children In
four communities to estahllsh a relative order of difficulty
of consonants and vowels, and of vowels themselves. After
giving a series of auditory perception tests, she established
the following order:
1. Short sounds of vowels at the "beginning of a word:
0 1 a u e
2« Short sounds of vowels in the middle of a word:
I
0 a e 1 u
l/ Helen I. Kelley, "Relative Difficulty of Auditory Per-
ception of Word Elements," unpuhllshed Master's Thesis,
Boston University, 1948.
|3L

3* Long soimds of vowels in the middle of a word.
e a Ti o i
Vowel sounds seemed more difficult to hear than either
initial or final consonants. The short sounds of vowels as
"beginning sounds were the most easily discriminated. Vowels
occurring in the middle of words, whether long or short
sounds, were the most difficult to discriminate. Whether
vowel sounds were short or long, their position in the word
affected their difficulty. Research in the relationship
hetween reading and spelling difficulties "brings out the
fact that "both auditory and visual discrimination of word
elements are important factors in reading a"bility.
1/
Acomh found from a study of 380 pupils in Grades
three to six that visual and auditory discrimination and
associahility were highly important factors in reading
ahility.
Carter constructed tests of auditory and visual dis-
crimination and of kinaesthetic factors which were used to
diagnose the spelling difficulties of 18 pupils in grades
5 and 6, She found a correlation of .6385 hetween visual
l/ Allan Acomh, "A Study of the Psychological Factors in
"Reading and Spelling," unpublished Master^ s Thesis, Boston
University, 1936.
2/ Bemadetta Carter, "The Construction of Tests of Visual
Perception, Auditory Discrimination, and Kinaesthetic
Factors to Be Used in Diagnosing Inadequate Performance in
Spelling," unpublished Master* s Thesis, Boston University,
1941.

Iperception and spelling achievement, and a correlation of
.57E9 "between auditory discrimination and spelling achieve-
ment.
In the light of the foregoing research, it is felt
that specific exercises in auditory and visual discrimination
will help to increase a child's ability in word analysis.
It is the purpose of the writer to huild such exercises in
order to give fourth grade pupils a "basis for independent
attack in new words. These exercises include the following
elements:
1. Initial and Final Consonants
2. Initial and Pinal Blends
3. Long and Short Vowels
4. Syllabication
5;. Compound Words
In developing these exercises similar materials were
noted in the following workbooks.

List of Workbooka
Gates, Arthur !•, Jean Ayer and Celeste C. Peardon,
"Preparatory Book to accompany Let's Travel On."
Boston: Macmlllan Company, 1940.
Johnson, Eleanor M.
,
"Exploring Today." Coltmhus,Ohio;
The Harrison Puhlishing Company, 1937.
,
"Reading Skilltext, Pat the Pilot ," Few York:
Charles E. Merrill Company, Incorporated, 1946.
McCrory, Mae , and Pearl Watts, "Phonies Skilltext," Book B.
New York: Charles E. Merrill Company , Inc. , 1947.
Merton, Elda Lo, "Revised Study-Period Projects," (Jrade Three.
New York: Laidlaw Brothers, 1928.
Smith, Uila Banton, "Practice Pad to he Used with ITear and
?ar." Hew York: Silver Burdett Company, 1937.
Stone, Clarence R., "Bye and Ear Pun," Book II. St. Louis:
Webster Publishing Company, 1933.
"Eye and Ear Pun," Book III. St. Louis:
Webster Publishing Company, 1943.
Witty, Paul, Caroline Emerson and Plorence Brumbaugh,
"Learn and Read? Practice Book Three. Boston: D.C. Heath
and Company, 1942.
Witty, Paul, Ruth Bristol and Trevor K. Serviss, "Find and
Read," Practice Book Two. Boston: D.C. Heath and Com-
pany, 1943.

CHAPTER II
COITSTRUCTIOIT OF MATERIALS
Although word analysis Is xisiially taught to "beginning
readers it is felt by the writer that this ability should
"be continued with children in the fourth grade who have
difficulty in reading. Therefore, it is the purpose of
this study to "build exercises in word analysis for those
children who are in the lowest third of the fourth grade
in reading.
The first step in constmcting the exercises was to
decide upon the words to be used. The Boston University
Educational Clinic Fourth Grade List was selected for the
majority of the words. In some instances, the children
are asked to supply words in both the auditory and the
visual exercises. In these cases, words were picked from
the Boston University Educational Clinic Primary Word List.
The next step was to plan the exercises. Originally
it was planned to teach consonants, blends, and vowels by
transfer patterns entirely. That is, to choose a word part
and change the initial consonants only, -as£attobat
to £ a t to hat. Final consonants would be taught
by changing cut to cub to cu£; beginning blends
sheet to greet , and ending blends coast to coach. In the
case of vowels, bell might be changed to bill
r1
which In turn would be changed to h a 1 !• Short vowels
were to be changed to long vowels by the addition of final
e, as in changing mad to made. These lessons were
to consist of auditory exercises followed by visual exer-
cises. It was decided to allow a minimum of twenty minutes
for each lesson.
Six preliminary lessons, together with four reviews
were tried out in Providence, Rhode Island in January, 1949.
The groups selected were from the lowest third of the fourth
grade in reading and ungraded pupils reading at the fourth
grade level. The following lessons were used:
Initial Consonants hat-cat- satLesson 1
Lesson 2
Review
Lesson 3
Lesson 4
Review
Lesson 5
Final Consonants
Beginning Blends
Ending Blends
c u p - c u b
blow - grow -
wish - with
cut
Short and Long Vowels, a, e, i, man- mane,
her- here, rid - ride
Short and Long Vowels, o, u rob
cut
robe
cute
Lesson 6
Reviews
Groups selected . In the Providence school system
the grades are divided into two parts. The first half
of the fourth grade is called 4B and the latter half, 4A.
Eighteen children comprising the lowest third of the 4B
grade were selected, seven from the 4A group, and six

ungraded oMldren reading at the fourth grade level, making
a total of 31 children. These pupils were selected on the
"basis of the results of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests,
Elementary S, administered in Octoher, and teachers* marks.
Results .
Tahle I gives the percentages of error computed as a
result of giving the exercises. From these results it was
felt that all the children needed auditory and visual prac-
tice in word analysis. It seemed that this training was
particularly needed in the 4B grade. After analyzing the
results obtained from administering these preliminary ex-
ercises, it was decided that additional exercises were
needed for each lesson. The following exercises were added
Pour lessons to teach initial consonants.
Three lessons and one review to teach final consonants.
Six lessons to teach "beginning "blends.
Six lessons and one review to teach final "blends.
Eleven lessons and one review to teach vowels.
Besides these exercises there are five lessons on
dividing words into sylla"bles and two lessons, teaching
compound words. This makes a total of 43 lessons and 7
reviews. Table II gives a complete daily lesson plan.
Each lesson contains both auditory and visual exercises,
each lesson requiring approximately twenty minutes.
fr
TABLE I
PERCMTAGES OF ESROR HT PHELIMINARy
VISUAL BZERCISES.BY (JRADB
Exercises GRADE
4B 4A
Un-
graded
Initial
Consonants 36,1 14.3 21.6
final
Consonants 36.1 10.0 15.5
Review oi
Initial and Pinal
Consonants
12.8 1.4 2.5
Initial Blends 26.1 15.7 25.0
Final Blends 52.8 33.3 80.6
Review of
Initial and Final
Blends 56o8 23.1 53.8
Short and Long
Vowels, a,e,l 7.04 1.4 .72
Short and Long
Vowels, 0, 11 47.2 0.0 7.2
Review ot
Vowels 40.3 7.9 35.8
Review of
Vowels 33.5 14.3 11.4
Total 34.87 12.14 25.41

TABLE II
DAILY LESSOI PLAIT
Time Details of Lesson Reviews Elements
Taught
Ist day b,c,f,h,l,r,n
Initial
Consonants
2nd day d, s,k, j ,t ,m,p
Initial
Consonants
3rd day g,v,w,x,y,z
Initial
Consonants
4th day hall - fall-call, etc.
Transfer
Patterns
5th day had-had-sad, etc.
Transfer
Patterns
6th day t,p,f,l,v.n,g
J'lnal
Consonants
7th day h,r,m,o,z,d,s
5'lnal
Consonants
8th day
Initial and
Final Consonants
9th day oup-cuh-ciit , etc. Transfer
Patterns
10th day seal-seam-seat ,eto. Transfer
Patterns
nth day
Initial and
Final Consonants
12th day hl,hr,ch,cl ,cr,dr,fl
,
fr
Beginning
Blends
13th day gl,pl,pr,8h,sl,sm,sn,
sp
Beginning
Blends
r ^
TABLE II (continued)
Time Details of Lesson Heviews
Elements
Taught
14th day st,sw,th,tr,tw,spr,
sor, str, thr
Beginning
Blends
15th day star - scar - spar,
etc.
Transfer
Patterns
16th day sheet-greet-sweet
,
etc.
Transfer
Patterns
17th day clove-drove-grove
etc.
Transfer
Patterns
18th day threw-screw, etc. Transfer
Patterns
19th day sh,ch,ck9nk,lk,ry Pinal
Blends
20th day nt,rk,nd,rd,rt Pinal
Blends
21 st day st jnHjm^r-e, th Pinal
Blends
22nd day Initial and
Final Blends
23rd day tramp—trash , et c
0
Transfer
Patterns
24th day just-junk, etc. Transfer
Patterns
25th day tend-term, etc. Transfer
Patterns
26th day coast-coach, etc. Transfer
Patterns
27th day Initial and
Final Blends

TABLE II (continued)
Time Details of Lesson Reviews Elements
Taught
28th day Short a Vowels
29th day Long a Vowels
30th day Short e Vowels
31st day Long e Vowels
32nd day Short i Vowels
33rd day Long i Vowels
34th day rat-rate, etc.
Transfer
Patterns
35th day spin-spine, etc. Transfer
Patterns
36th day short 0 Vowels
37th day long 0 Vowels
38th day short u Vowels
39th day long u Vowels
40th day Long and
short vowels
41st day not-^ote, etc.
Transfer
Patterns
42nd day Long and
short vowels
43rd day single consonant
between two vowels
Syllabi-
cation
44th day double consonants
between two vowels
Syllabi-
cation
45th day consonant before le Syllabi-
cation
46th day y at the end of a
word
Syllabi-
cation
.1
TABLE II (concluded)
Time Details of Lesson Reviews Slements
Taught
47 til day Endings es, en,
et, er
Syllabi-
cation
48tli day Syllabi-
cation
49th day Compounds
doth day Compounds
It is planned to give these exercises each day for
ten weeks to the lowest group during the reading period.
The exercises are varied to keep the interest level high
and some lessons are motivated by games. Although separate
review lessons are given, most daily lessons give a brief
review of what has been previously taught. The following
samples from the daily exercises will show the method used.
The first day's lesson teaches the initial consonants b, c,
f, h, 1, r, and n. The instructions are, "Listen carefully
while I pronounce these words. See if you can tell me the
first letter in each one." Pour words with b are dictated.
The children are asked to pronounce the words after the
teacher and name the first letter. The words are then
written on the board so that the children can get a visual
picture of them. Words beginning with the other letters
taught in this lesson are also dictated. The pupils are

asked to give some names beglzinlng with f and h. At the
end of this auditory lesson the teacher dictates a group
of five words, one of which begins with h. The children
are asked to raise their hands when they hear a word be-
ginning with b. Groups of words are dictated in the same
manner for the other letters taught. The visual exercises
for this lesson consist of two columns of words beginning
with the letters just taught. The directions for the ex-
ercise are, "Draw a line from each word in the first column
to a word in the second column that begins with the same
letter
I
In the second lesson, riddles are asked to be answered
orally, such as, "The answer begins with t. You eat me at
Thanksgiving." Lesson 5 teaches initial consonants by trans-
fer pattern in the following manner. Had
,
sad, and bad
ij
are written on the board. The children then tinderline the
part that is alike in these words. The teacher then writes
zone on the board and asks, "Who can change the first
letter in this word to make a word that tells what a dog
likes ?" She then asks the children to change bone to a
word that tells something that holds ice cream. This same
procedure is used to change wine to vine to line ; and yarn
to bam to dam . The visual exercise follows the method
j
shown in this sample where the pupils supply the missing
first letter. i
r 1
25
- Ings are for fingers.
- ings rale countries.
- ings are a part of airplanes.
- ings is wliat a "bird does.
On the tenth day when final consonants are taught by
transfer patterns, a game is played. The words seal, seed,
and hoof and leap are written on the board. The group is
divided into two teams. Each child has a turn in making
the words above into new words by changing the last letter
only. One point is scored for each new word given correctly,
j
The team with the most points wins.
Vowels are taught in syllables. For example, in I
lesson 24, where short a is taught, the syllables at,
an
,
ad
,
am , and ap are written on the board. The teacher
gives several examples of words which contain these syllablesj
Then the syllables ab, ack, and , and ash are presented,
and the children are asked to give words which contain
these syllables. The visual exercise for Lesson £8, on
short i contains sentences such as :
The children are to choose the correct word to complete
the sentence*
On the thirty-fifth day, final e is added to the
words bath, sham
,
spit , and spin to show that the
this pail with water
fell fill fall

26
preceding sounds "become long in this case. On the forty-
first day the opposite method is used. That is, the words
note, robe
,
rode, and slope are written on the hoard. The
children are asked to erase the final e in each of these
words and then pronounce them.
In the lessons on syllabication the rules are pre-
sented to the children and examples given in the auditory
exercises. Visual exercises consist of practices in divid-
ing words into syllables.
The final two lessons are on compound words. It is
hoped that by this time the pupils have a method of word
analysis that will aid them in attacking these words. The
exercises in these two lessons consist of analyzing com-
pound words either by finding the two words that make up
one compound word or by making up compound words from two
smaller words.
A complete copy of the exercises will be found in
the Appendix.
4t
Limitations to This Study
To msLke this study more complete the following elements
could he included:
1. Diphthongs
2. Digraphs
3. Prefixes and Suffixes
4. Additional Tioles for Syllahication
5. Stress and Accent
6. Use of the Dictionary
Suggestions for Further Research
1. Enlarge the scope of the exercises hy including
additional elements to he taught.
S« Conduct an experiment with these exercises to
determine the value of this type of training
on fourth grade pupils.
3. Develop these exercises for use in the improvement
of spelling.
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Exercises to Increase Auditory and
Visual Discrimination in Grade IV

First Day-
Initial Consonants b c f h 1 r n
Lesson 1 Auditory Exercises
Listen carefully while I pronounce these words. See if
you can tell me the first letter in each one.
Dictate: bacon beggar border
Have children pronounce these words and have one child
name the first letter.
Write the words on the board.
The words which I am going to pronounce this time begin
with o. Can you tell me whether the c has a hard sound
or a soft sound ?
Dictate: cabbage cedar celery coffee
Write the words on the board.
Have one child pronounce the soft o words and another child
pronounce the hard c words.
Can you tell me the first letter in these words ?
Dictate: fender healthy hockey future
Write these words on the board.
Have them pronounced.
Think of some names that begin with f and h.
Tell me the first letter in these words*
Dictate: lawn needle rumble
Have children give a few words beginning with these letters.
Write these words on the board.
Q
First Bay (continued)
How I am going to say some words.
Eaise your hand when you hear a word "beginning with:
b
rifle
became
nephew
locker
ferry
1
cellar
boxer
rider
loaves
fifteen
hospital
litter
banana
feather
collision
r
farmer
haman
rapid
notion
lemon
f
burning
robber
hyacinth
favorite
nation
n
badge
regular
holiday
final
nut
h
hollow
fancy
borrow
cabin
records
Lesson 1 Visual Exercises
Draw a line from each word in the first column to a word
in the second coltimn that begins with the same letter.
bounce
forgot
hunter
roots
nonsense
leader
collar
foolish
happen
belong
ladder
certain
nurse
raise
'I
r
I
I'
^
1
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Second Day
Initial Consonants d s k J t m p
Lesson 2 Auditory Exercises
Dictate: desk key keeper dairy
What is the first letter of these words ?
Write words on the "board.
Eave them pronotmced.
ITame an animal that begins with d; with k.
Dictate: saddle signal janitor jtmk
Who csua tell me the "beginning letters ?
Write the words on the "board.
Have them pronounced.
l^ame a month that "begins with s; with j.
What is the first letter in these words ?
Dictate: teim pulpit museum
Write the words on the board.
Have them pronounced.
Answer these riddles with words beginning with t, p, or m.
(Write these letters on the board).
Who can answer these riddles ?
t— 1« You eat me at Thanksgiving, (turkey)
p— 2. I hold milk or water, (pail, pitcher)
m— 3. Use me to get a light, (match)
p— 4. I am a small amount of money, (penny)
t— 5. I am a day of the week. (Tuesday, Thursday)
r1
Second Day-
Lesson 2 VlSTial Exercises
See If you can fill in the missing letters in your list
of words.
I will pronounce the whole word.
uty
ucceed
een
ewels
ailor
duty
succeed
keen
jewels
tailor
Children's List
Teacher's List
elon
arasol
onday
ustice
owder
melon
parasol
Monday
Justice
powder
I4'
Third Day-
Initial Consonants g v w x y z
Lesson 3 Auditory Exercises
The words which I am going to pronounce begin with either
hard g or soft g. Listen carefully for the difference in
the sound.
Dictate: gown galtar gentle gem
Write the words on the hoazxL.
Which words hegln with hard g ?
Which with soft g ?
You tell me some words "beginning with hard g; with soft g.
Listen for the first letter in these words.
Dictate: verse visitor wigwam wedding
What letters did you hear ?
TThat flower do you know beginning with v? (violet)
What part of a bird begins with w ? (wing)
This word begins with x. It is a musical instrument. Say
it after me.
Dictate: xylophone
What is the first letter in these words ?
Dictate: yawn youth zinc zero
What letters begin these words ?
Write the words on the board.
Have the words pronounced.

Third Day
When I say these words, you write down the "beginning letter.
Write the first letter of each word.
Dictate:
yeast xylophone
gaiment yours
vain zoo
widow geranium
zehra vacation
Lesson 3 Visual Exercises
Here are some pairs of words. Some of them begin with
the same letter and some begin with different letters.
Put S if they begin with the same letter and D if
they begin with different letters.
giant - gather valentine-yourself
zoo-zebra gallop-you'll
yesterday-vegetable weigh-weather
voice-wet velvet-valley
wicked-war golden-gum

Fourtli Day
Initial Consonants "by Transfer
Lesson 4. Auditory Exercises
Listen carefully while I pronounce these words. See If
you can hear the first letter.
Dictate: ball hack hottom bed
Have a child write the first letter on the board.
Write ball on the board.
Erase the b and put f in its place. Have the new word
pronounced. Ask what was done to change this word. In the
same manner, change fall to call, to hall and to tall.
Write the following words on the board, and have the children
suggest new words for each, by changing the initial consonant,
gate bell cat land
You would expect to get the following:
late fell mat sand
mate tell rat band
rate sell bat hand

^ourtli Day
Lesson 4* Visual Exercises
Change the first letter of each word in the coltunn to make
a word that will fit into the sentence heside it. You will
only need to change the first letter of the word. The first
one is done for you.
1. fat The hoy hit the hall with a bat .
2. sight The sun gives
.
3. h 0 w A gives milk.
4. h 0 r n The children have their hats.
5. w a y It was a rainy .
6. to ok She is reading a
.
7. rattle The men fought a
.
8. k e e p The unhappy girl began to
9. b a n d He has a pen in his
.
10. led Mary has a pretty ball.
r
Fifth Day
Initial Consonants "by Transfer
lesson 5 Auditory Exercises
Dictate: had bad sad
What is the first letter in these words ?
Write these words on the board.
Have a child underline the part that is alike in each word.
Write zone on the board.
Who can change the first letter to make a word that tells
what a dog likes ? (bone)
Change this word to something that holds ice cream, (con
Write wine on the board.
Who can change this word to a word that tells what grapes
grow on ? (vine)
Change it to something we hang clothes on. (line )
Write yarn on the board.
Who can change this word to one that tells where cows are
kept ? (barn)
Change it to a word that tells how we mend socks . ( d a r i

yifth Day
Lesson 5. Visual Ezerolses
Fill in the missing letter in each word.
ocks
ooks
ocks
ocks
are for boats,
are for doors,
are for feet,
are on shores*
ails are for hoards,
ails are for hoats.
ails are on cows,
ails hold milk and water.
ings are for fingers.
ings rale cotmtries.
ings are a part of airplanes.
ings is what a hird does.

Sixth Day
Final Consonants t p f 1 v n g
Lesson 6. Auditory Exercises
Today I want you to listen for the last or final letter
in these words.
Dictate: "beet carpet leap map
Have a different child pronounce each word and tell the
last letter.
Heview "by asking for the first letter in these words, also.
Write the words on the board.
Have them give other words, ending in t and p.
Dictate: leaf manual nail pave
rove woof
Have each word pronounced and the last letter given.
ETote that the e is silent in rove and in pave.
Have one child say a word beginning with f and another
word ending in f. Do the same for 1 and v.
Dictate: woven van tug nag
Have words pronounced and the last letter given.
What letter does each word begin with ?
Write the words on the board.
See if you can answer these riddles.
This word ends in t
You will find it on a bed, ( blanket)
r4!^
Sixth Day
This word ends in p.
This is what horses do when they go fast* ( gallop)
This word ends in f
.
It is the top of a house. ( roof)
This word ends in 1,
This is foimd on a hat. ( veil )
This word ends in the soimd of v.
There is a silent e at the end.
TMs is what "bees live in. ( hive )
This word ends in n.
It means to stay. ( remain )
This word ends in g.
You do this with a shovel, f dig )
r
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Sixth Day
Lesson 6* Visual Ezeroiaes
Underline the last letter of each word and beside each
word write another word that ends Just like it. The
first one is done for you.
hat not
chief
dozen
hail
bag
nap
oil
meat
I
Seventh Day-
Final Consonants b r m c z d s
Lesson 7. Auditory Exercises
Listen for the last letter in these words.
Dictate: joh letter near tah
Have the words pronotmeed and the last letter given.
Review hy asking what each first letter is.
Write the words on the hoard.
How yo-Q think of some words that end in h; in r.
These words end in different letters. Can you tell what
they are ?
Dictate: mimic tonic froze craz
ham mum
Write the words on the board.
Explain that the e is silent in froze and craze.
Review the beginning letters of the words.
Here are some more words.
Listen again for the final letter.
Dictate: head gas hid fuss
Review the beginning letters of these words.
Write them on the board.
I am going to say some words to you. All but one of each
group of words has the same last letter. Raise your hand
when you hear the word with a different ending letter.
What is it ?

Seyenth Day
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Dictate:
bil) year electric
cab wig public
cap tinker traffic
mob separator lilac
web reader coax
feel
dad
lid
b e e d
sad
p u s s
r e c e s s
t e n n i s
b e s i d e s
b e a m
11
(f.
Seventh Day-
lesson 7. Visual Exercises
In each "box underline the word that ends like
the word on top of it.
Bar deal cah fan
bat deaf rab fad
oar dear rat hade
cat neat rat bale
bag seal rag bat
tag seam raid bun
habit loop
hanger coal
teacher hat
ticket loan
heaven loaf
pearly lip
jug rgtm
wad tar
jig sow
wax sip
yoke sag
jay ham
Seed frolic
beam
feat
meat
nook
weed
carol
foster
pardon
cousin
picnic
squeeze
blaze
bean
sear
soul
soup
turnip
tunnel
gallop
timber
coax
cannon
r
Eighth Day-
Review of Initial and Final Consonants
The first letters in these words are missing. The letters
49
are given but they are mixed up.
belong ?
1. b c f h 1 r
arther
ecome
ollege
otel
2* d s k j t m
ance
elly
eys
afe
3. g V w X y z
asoline
illing
00
Can you put them where they
adio
apkin
adies
itcher
arble
eeth
oice
esterday
ylophone
The last letters in these words are missing. The letters are
given, but they are mixed up. Can you put them where they belong ?
4. t p f 1 n g
gr<ou
_
musi
fo chie frui
withigenera
mods
cracker gra lou groce
swi
rr
I
ninth Day
Final Consonants by Transfer
50
Lesson 8. Auditory Exercises
Write these letters on the hoard.
d, j, n, p, and r
Ask the children to give words beginning with these letters,
low I want you to listen for the last sound in these words.
Dictate: heat bit lid wood
What letter did you hear ? What is the last letter in these
words ?
pen room coat rub self
After the sound has been given for each word, write the
word on the board and have the last letter imderlined.
Write milk on the board. Have it pronounced and the
last letter underlined. Erase the m and change the word
to silk. Eave it pronounced. Change to sill. Have it
pronounced. Ask what was done this time.
Change the following groups of words in the same manner.
cup hear foot pair
cub heat fool pain
cut beat tool pail
cud bean toot paid
r
ninth Day
leason 8. Visual Exercises
Change the last letter of the word in the ooliunn to make a
word that will fit the sentence heside it. The first one
is done for you,
1. let The captain led his men to battle,
2. c.u p The boy his finger.
3. heat I could not what he said.
4. pet John can write with pencil or .
5. pig The captain will a medal on the hero.
6. c 0 o 1 We on a stove.
7. life Can you that box ?
8. paid There is water in the •
9. our Go and play.
10. darn At night it is •
r
Tenth Day-
Final Consonants "by Transfer
52
Lesson 9. Auditory Exercises
Listen for the final sotmds in these words.
Dictate: seal seed hoof leap
Have words pronounced and final letter given.
Review hy asking what the first letter is.
Write the words on the "board in a row.
Today we will play a game.
The group is divided into two teams. Each child has a turn in
making the above words into new words by changing the last letter.
Count one point for each new word.
The team obtaining the most points wins.
The new word must he pronounced correctly in order to score
a point.
Other words to he used:
tool sour head lean
ir
r
Tenth Day
Lesson 9. Visual Exercises
See if yoTi can change the last letter of each word to make
a new word. The meaning of the new word is given. The first
is done for you.
Change seek to what the farmer plants in the ground, seed
Change gum to what a hunter carries.
Change jam to the bottle that holds it
.
Change maid to what we do with the letters we write.
Change rain to what trains ran on.
Change bead to something a bird has.
Change coon to something we keep chickens in.
Change hark which means to hart.
Change peal to a fruit.
Change tear to a group of boys playing baseball.

Eleventh Day-
Review of Initial and Final Consonants "by Transfer
Mimeograph the following page of words for the children.
The teacher pronounces one word In each group. Children
Tinderllne the woird they hear In each group.
Children's Words
"back holes wing lend
tack hole sing lent
sack roles king sent
lack role ring send
eye rut sill cup
hye rug hill cuh
lye ruh fill cud
dye ran hill cut
wine tire fair nails
dine fire hair palls
pine hire pair sails
pint wire lair tails
gave paste hore hat
gate waste bom had
game haste wore dad
gale taste worn lad

Eleventh Day
Children's Words (continued)
"bare ear fim pan
ware hear sun pat
care tear sum pad
cart dear gum pal
Teacher's List
lack
holes
wing
sent
bye
rug
hill
cut
pine
fire
lair
nails
gate
paste
"bom
dad
care
dear
sun
pad

Twelfth Day
Beginning Blends bl "br oh cl cr dr fl fr
lesson 10. Auditory Exercises
Today I want you to listen for the first two letters in these
words.
Dictate: bless bloomers branch breathe
Have these words pronounced.
Write them on the board.
What words can you tell me that begin with bl ? with br ?
Dictate: checkers chilly clever clothing croquet
crayons
Have these words pronounced.
What are the first two letters that you hear in these words ?
Write the words on the board.
I am thinking of something on the wall of this room that
begins with cl . What is it ? ( clock )
I am thinking of something you do with your jaws that begins
with ch. What is it ? ( chew )
I am thinking of something a baby sleeps in that begins with cr.
What is it ? ( crib, cradle )
Listen carefully for the first two letters in these words.
Dictate: dragon drawn flicker flower friend fry
Have the words pronounced and the first two letters given.

Twelfth Day-
Write : dr jPl and fr on the "board,
I am going to say some words "beginning with these letters.
Each time I say a word, write down the first two letters you
hear.
Dictate:
freight drench
dresser droop
flavor frecldes
frost flash
fluffy frisky
r
Twelfth Day
Lesson 10. Visual Exercises
Find the two letters that will complete the words In
these sentences.
"bl hr oh cl cr dr fl fr
It Is a oudy day.
Use a otter to dry the Ink*
Father Is the Iver of the car.
A dog likes to Ighten a cat.
The "boy became so cold his teeth began to atter.
John ought the book to Mary.
We had ackers and milk for lunch.
There was a great applng of wings as the birds flew off.
1II
Thirteenth Day
Beginning Blends gl pi pr sh si sm sn sp
Lesson 11. Auditory Exercises
Listen carefully while I say these words.
Dictate: glance glohe platter plantation
What two letters "began each word ?
Have words pronounced.
Write them on the board.
Can you answer these riddles ?
I am the fruit that was found in Little Jack Homer's
pie. ( plum )
I cover a person's hand. ( glove )
I help people to see hotter. ( glasses )
Now listen for the first two letters in these words.
Dictate: prepare prairie sharpen
shepherd slanting sleigh
Have words pronounced and first two letters given.
Write the words on the hoard.
This answer hegins with si.
I am worn on the feet. ( slippers )
pr
I am the head of a school. ( principal )
sh
I put a point on pencils. ( sharpener )
I4r
I
TMrteentli Day
Dictate: smack smother snappy-
snail spinach spoonful
What are some of the first two letters that you heard ?
Have words pronotmced*
Write them on the hoard.
I begin with sp.
I am an animal that spins a web. ( spider )
I begin with sm
I come out of a chimney. ( smoke )
I begin with sn.
I mean to grab quickly. ( snatch )

Thirteenth Day
61
Lesson 11. Visual Exercises
How many words can yon write beginning with these letters ?
Pat them in the right columns.
Try to think of five of each kind.
gl pi pr sh
si S£

fourteenth Day
BeglToilng Blends st sw th tr tw
str spr scr thr
Lesson 12« Auditory Exercises
Listen for the first two letters in these words.
Dictate: standard sturdy swaim switch
What letters did you hear ?
Bave the words pronounced.
Write them on the "board.
Repeat these sentences after me.
The steep steel steeple stood stiffly.
The swift swallow flew above the swimmer.
Uow listen for the first two letters in these words.
Dictate: thunder thom traveler tremendous
twinkle twisted
Have words pronounced and first two letters given.
Write the words on the hoard.
Say these sentences after me*
The twin twisted the twine in the twilight.
Tony tried a trick on his tricycle.
Thirty thieves hid in the thorny thicket.
This time I want you to listen for three beginning letters.
Dictate: strength strict
Who heard the three letters ? What are they ?
I.
fourteenth Day-
Listen again:
Dictate: sprinkle sprained
What three letters did you hear ?
Dictate: scramhle scrihble
Who can tell me the first three letters this time ?
Dictate: thrifty throat
What three "beginning letters did you hear ?
Write all of the above three letter words on the hoard
and have them pronounced.
((
Fourteenth Day
Lesson 12. Vlsiial Exercises
Underline a word in each sentence "below that "begins with
the same two letters as the word in front of the sentence.
The first one is done for you.
stead A ship was lost in the storm .
swung Mother swept the stairs.
thnmh I sew with a thimhle.
triangle They fotmd the pirate's treasure.
twelve Stars twinlcle in the sky.
This time yon match the first three letters of the words
instead of two.
strain The stout stranger walked away.
sprout The tiger sprang swiftly.
screw Strips of paper were torn into scraps.
throne Mother asked the hoy to do three things for her.
r1
fifteenth Day
Beginning Blends "by Transfer
Lesson 13. Auditory Exercises
Listen carefully for the first letter as I say these words.
Dictate: oar keep rush "back
lave words pronounced.
Have child circle first letter on "board.
Put an s in front of car.
Have word pronounced.
Ask what was done to the word.
Change to s t a r
Ask what the first two letters are.
Change to s p a r then to c h a r.
In the same manner change the following words:
lass rush hack
glass hrush crack
Have children substitute two letters for the first two letters
in these words:
stay dress flame show
You might expect to get the following:
play hless hlame hlow
gray press frame grow
ri
Fifteenth Day-
Lesson 13. Visual Exercises
See if you can finish these rhyming sentences.
The first two letters of the missing words are given.
!• When you sleep you may dr
.
2« Out of the engine csune st •
3p The color of the kitten is gr .
4. Children like to pi
.
6. The baby hegan to cr .
6. To do your best you must tr •
7. Mary colored the chair br •
8. At the circus we saw a cl
.
9. From a tree yrou cut a st •
10. A baby hen is called a ch •
rL.
Sixteenth Day
Begiimlng Blends by Transfer
Lesson 14* Auditory Exercises
Write on the hoard:
plank sheet drip blot
I want to see how many new words you can make hy changing
the first two letters of these words.
Write them on the board as they are given.
Possible new words are:
drank greet flip plot
blank sweet grip slot
crank tweet slip spot
spank sleet snip trot
fleet ship shot
r
Sixteentli Day-
lesson 14. Visual Exercises
Add ade to these "beginning letters.
"bl sh sp gr tr
IIow fill in the hlanks in these sentences with the words
you have made.
The gardener dug up the garden with a •
You are in the fourth •
Have you any stamps to ?
When the weather is hot, sit in the
.
The knife has a keen •
Add ing to these "beginning letters.
cl fl si St sw th
How fill in the "blanks in these sentences with the words
you have made.
The "boy carries his "broken arm in a •
Father hought a new
.
The sailors to the raft.
He hasn't a to do.
Can you this stone across the "brook ?
A hee can •

Seventeenth Bay
Beginning Blends "by Transfer
Lesson 15. Auditory Exercises
Write on the board :
ove um in ell ay
Divide the group into two teams.
Each child has a turn in adding two letters before each
word part and in making new words with these word parts.
Score one point for each word made in this way. The word
must be correctly pronounced to score. The team with the
most points wins.

Seventeenth Day
Lesson 15* Visual Exercises
Make up flash cards containing these words:
hlaze press
brave shade
cheek slum
click
crow sniff
droop spark
flock stake
fright swell
glove treat
plumh twice
Children have list of words containing these words and
others similar to them. As child sees the flashed word
he underlines the one just like It on his list.

Children's list
As you see a word flashed hy the teacher, xaiderline the
word Just like it on your list.
blaze press
craze dress
shave shade
brave trade
speck sems
check slum
click swig
chick snug
crow sniff
slow stiff
stoop shark
droop spark
frock spake
flock stake
fright swell
flight smell
glove cheat
shove treat
crumb twice
plumb price
L
Eighteenth Day
Beginning Blends "by Transfer
Lesson 16. Auditory Exercises
Write strap on the board.
Change it to scrap.
Ask what was done to change the word.
Have "both words pronotinced.
Write spray on the hoard.
Change It to stray.
Ask how It was changed.
Have both words pronounced.
Write 8 t r 1 n g on the hoard.
Ask If anyone can change the first three letters to make
a new word. ( spring)
Write strain on the hoard.
Who can change the first three letters of this word to make
a new word that tells how a person sometimes harts his ankle?
( sprain )
Ic
Bighteenth Day
Lesson 16* Visual Bzerclses
Here are some beginning letters:
str spr scr tlir
Here are some word parts.
amble inkle oke ow
uok ide ang ew
Ing oat een earn
aps ain ead out
ift one ip ibble
Can you put the letters in front of the word parts to
make words ?
0
Ulneteentli Day
Final Blends sh ch ck nk Ik ly
Lesson 17. Auditory Exercises
Listen carefully and see if you can hear the last two
letters in these words.
Dictate: finish radish English varnish
What are the last two letters ?
Repeat words.
What is the first letter in each word ?
Write words on the hoard.
Have them pronounced.
Dictate: Dutch launch preach speech
What last two letters did you hear ?
Write words on the hoard.
Have them pronounced.
Dictate: hlock shack chalk stalk
What are the first two letters in these words ?
Write the words on the hoard.
Have last two letters underlined.
Have words pronounced.
Dictate: slink crank factoiy grocery
What are the last two letters you hear in these words ?
Write the words on the hoard.
Have them pronounced.
Hame a part of the eyelid ending in sh. (eyelash )
4
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l^lneteenth Say
Lesson 17 • Auditory Exercises (continued)
Uame a month ending in ch. ( March )
Name an automobile ending in ck. ( Buick )
Hame a color ending in nk. ( pink )
Name a word that means to say words ending in Ik. ( talk )
Uame a month that ends in ry. ( January, Pehniary )
7i

nineteenth Day
Lesson 17. Visual Exercises
You have a list of words with the last two letters
missing. The teacher will pronounce the words. You fill
in the last two letters.
fo pi—
lihra
_
sta
chea mer
sma spla
sq^ua deliye
spina it
cha ne
dit sa
vani tha
glo hri
Teacher's List
folk pick
lihrary stack
cheery merry
smack splash
squash delivery
spinach itch
chuck neek
ditch sash
vanish thank
glory hrink
It
r
Twentieth Day
Pinal Blends nt rk nd rd rt
Lesson 18. Auditory Exercises
Listen carefully while I say these words.
Dictate: absent amount mint important
What are the last two letters ?
Write the words on the "board.
Have the words pronounced.
Dictate: shark fork work beyond mend strand
What were the last two letters that you heard in these words
Write words on the "board.
Have them pronounced.
Dictate: afford apart herd shirt
curd airport standard
What two final letters did you hear in these words ?
Wrtte the words on the board.
Have them pronounced.
Say these sentences after me.
A lord can afford a sword,
ly pleasant aunt wasn't in her apartment.
Hark I A lark is singing in the park.
A kind friend helped the blind man.
See the dirt on his shirt.
i
(Pwentieth Day-
Lesson 18. Visual Exercises
Underline a word in each row which ends in the same
two letters as the first word. The first one is done for
you.
hart facto ly ancient dessert hard
mint guard front flirt brand
daz!k clerk heard court indent
curd cork pretend squirt oxford
mound obedient sport wound fork
grind fund tart point cord
backward flint tend entire aboard
sharlc toward lark fond brink
chart strand court drench wash
count invent angry bunch bush
L
Twenty-first Day
Final Blends st rm m re th
Lesson 19. Auditory Exercises
Today I want to see who can tell me the last two
letters in these words.
Dictate : crast priest trath cloth
Review "beginning "blends.
Write words on the "board.
Have them pronotmced.
Tell me other words ending in st; th.
Dictate: firm charm pattern thorn
stare posture
What are the last two letters in these words ?
Write them on the board.
Have them pronounced.
Tell me a word meaning a kind of light ending in m. (lantern)
A word meaning an animal used for bait ending in rm. (worm)
A word ending in re meaning to make better, (cure)
iI
Twenty-first Day-
Lesson 19. Visual Exercises
Draw a line between the words in the first coltmm that
end with the same two letters as the words in the second
coltmm.
faith
stem
perfoim
pasture
heast
western
term
guest
fifth
snore

Twenty-second Day
Review of Beginning and 5'inal Blends
Here are some beginning letters,
bl cl dr fr gl
pi sn sw st til
Here are some word parts,
cud isty ouse ide agon
atch "onge allow imble aff
Put the letters in front of the word parts to make words.
Here are groups of three beginning letters.
scr str spr thr
Put them with these word parts to make words.
oke amble 1ft inkle
These are ending letters.
sh nk re ry ^%
rd st rk rt rm
Put them after these word parts to make words,
finl eve dra amou bake
harve orcha cle perfo repo

Twenty-third Day-
Final Blends by Transfer
lesson 20. Auditory Exercises
Listen for the first letter in these words.
Dictate: went yellow visit Jar
Ask for the first letter as you say each word.
How listen for the first two letters in these words.
Dictate: twist swing clash gruh
Ask for the first two letters each time a word is pronounced.
Write ship on the "board. Ask for final letter. Chan:ge
to shirt . Ask for last two letters. Ask how the word
was changed.
Change these words in the same manner, asking for the last
two letters each time.
mush wish link tramp
much with list trash
ll
«
1
Twenty-third Day
Lesson 20. Visual Exercises
See if you can put the last two letters on the unfinished
words.
Once a rohin broke his wi . A ki man took ca_
of the bi until he was well. The robin became tame.
When he was able to fly again, he did not go sou . He
stayed near the man's home for almost a year.
I
Twenty-fourth Day-
Final Blends "by Transfer
Lesson 81. Auditory Exercises
Today I want to see who can tell me the last two
letters in these words.
Dictate:
just post more fire breath worth
Write words on the hoard.
Have them pronounced.
Change the last two letters in j* u s t to make a word
meaning old papers and rags, (junk)
Change the last two letters in post to make a word
meaning the meat from a pig. (pork)
Change the last two letters in more to make a word
meaning an insect, (moth)
Change f i r e to make a word meaning discover, (find)
Change breath to a word meaning the part of a robin
that is red. (breast )
Change worth) to a word meaning very bad. (worst
/0-
I-
I
I
Twenty-fourth Day
Lesson 21, Ylsual Exercises
See if you can complete these words.
We eat with a fo .
Out of snow we make a fo
.
Another name for people is fo
On the "beaoh we find sa •
During the storm a ship sa
.
Around her waist was a sa •
The blade of the knife is sha
This is a "big fish, sha
Your part of anything is your sha
II
Twenty-fifth Day-
Final Blends "by Transfer
Lesson S2. Auditory Exercises
Write on the board:
flint spank tend hard charm
Have the words pronotinced.
Have a child underline the last two letters of each word.
ITow I am going to change these words Into other words.
Watch and see what I do.
Erase the nt of flint and add rt. What letters
did I change ? What Is the new word ?
In the same manner change :
spank to spark
tend to term
hard to hash
charm to chart
rc
k.
Twenty-fifth Day-
Lesson 22, Visual Exercises
You have eight "blocks of words with five words in each
block. The teacher will hold up one word for each block.
Underline the word you see.
stack folk spare sunk
stock fish spemk sulk
stalk fist spark sock
stork fork shack sore
storm form share sort
hark tack crush walk
harm tick crash want
hind tart Cham warm
hart tank chart ware
hint tint crust wash
Teacher's List
stalk
form
shack
sunk
hart
tick
crust
want
rc
I
IPwenty-sixth Day
Final Blenas by Transfer
Lesson 23. Auditory Exercises
Write on the "board: coast
Who can change this word to a word meaning a man who trains
a foothall team ? (coach)
Change warm to a word that means to go hy foot. ( walk)
Change warn to a word that means to clean clothes, (wash)
Change dart to a word that means to go very fast. ( dash )
Change faith to a word that means a make-believe
story. ( fairy )
rI
Twenty-sixth Day
Lesson 23. Visual Exercises
Fill in the blanks in these sentences with one of the
words "below it.
1. !Phe toast was
.
buxnt burst
2. Soldiers often •
marsh inarch
3. We went for a walk in the
pant park
4. A ship has a
•
mast mash
5. Her dress is made of •
sink silk
6« John has a in his yard.
tent tend
7, The fence is made of
.
wire wick
8, The blade of the knife was covered with
runt rust
\
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Twenty-seventh Day
Review of Beginning and Ending Blende
See if you can ollmb these stairs hy adding two letters
in front of each soxmd to make a word.
Ight
ighL
ack
eet
eet
Finish the words in these sentences. The last two letters
of each word are given.
1. The time is half st eight.
2. John is eating a ch.
3« Mary likes to sh her hair.
4. The dog is thirsty and wants a nk.
5. A dog has strong th.
70
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Twenty-eighth Day-
Short a
Lesson 24* Auditory Exercises
These word parts have a short a soirnd.
Write on the board: at an ad am ap
Pronounce them after me.
Uow I am going to make some words out of these word parts.
Write on the "board:
hat can sad slam slap
cat fan pad sham rapid
cattle fancy paddle example captain
Pronounce these word parts after me.
Write and p2X)nounce:
ab ack and ash
Who can tell me some words made up of these word parts ?
Possible words:
cab black band crash
stab shack sand dash
grab track hand flash
tab crackers land smash
L
Twenty-eighth Day
Lesson 24. Visual Exercises
Can you find woirds to fit tmcLer these word parts ?
You will find all the words you need below. ITwo of the
words have been placed for you.
at an ad am
mat
ap ab ash ack
sack
pattern
cabin
cash
capture
camp
sample
tadpole
track
mat
dandy
mattress
habit
splash
sack
strap
badly
tackle
planter
II
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Twenty-ninth Day
Long a
Lesson 25. Auditory Exercises
Our words for today have the long a sound. Here are
some word parts with long a .
Write on the hoard:
ake are ay ate aste
Pronounce them after me.
I will make a word out of each word part, then you tell me
some more like them.
Write
:
hake careful maybe hesitate haste
Have words pronounced.
Review short a words.
Write on the hoard :
happy trash pantry glance
Have them pronounced.
How write:
ale ame ace a.vd ape
Have them pronounced.
Ask for words containing these word parts.
^3
\I
Twenty-ninth Day
Lesson E5. Yisual Exercises
Cross out all words that do not contain long a.
quake
"brake
stack
wake
make
haste
paste
haste
hasten
crash
careless
candle
hare
spare
glare
hakery
lake
maker
tack
spake
strap
grave
slave
wave
rave
grab
suhway
tray
decay
crayon
became
lame
shame
damp
tame
shape
cape
clap
grape
escape
fate
platter
mate
state
gate
lace
rack
bracelet
disgrace
trace
It

Thirtieth Day
Short e
95
Lesson 26. Auditory Exercises
These word parts have a short e sotmd.
Say them after me.
Dictate:
er ent eck est ell
Write them on the "board.
ITow I am going to make some words out of these word parts.
Write:
herd apartment check west dwell
Have words pronounced.
Write these word parts on the board.
el en et ess ect
I shall make some new words out of these parts. Then you make
some others like them.
Write:
Jewel gentle garret dress collect
Have these words pronounced.
Say these sentences after me.
He inspected the electricity and found it perfect.
The mattress was sent to the mistress "by express.
He let the letter drop into the basket.
The vessel carried barrels of fuel.
I do not intend to lend a pen to my friend.
1^
I
Thirtieth Day
lesson 26. Visual Exercises
Underline the part of the word in eaoh group that is
like the word ahove it.
clever
grocer invent neck contest
service rent speck western
perform parents check nest
operate impatient checkers honest
perfume goVemment wreck chest
cellar duel gentle "bonnet
mellow helt sense garret
propeller twelve linen quiet
spelling celebrate hidden bucket
swell lahel engineer hat chet
jello shelter fender metal
press direct
princess collect
blessing insect
harness correct
recess inspect
dresser perfect
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Thlrty-firet Day
Long e
Lesson 27. Auditory Exercises
Listen to these word parts which contain long e.
Pronounce them after me.
Dictate and write on the "board,
e ee he de ere
I shall make some words out of these.
erase glee hecause deny mere
Have the words pronounced.
Have a child underline the long e's.
Write these word parts on the hoard.
eet een eep eed eel
Make them into words:
heet green keep seed heel
Have them pronounced.
Answer these questions with words which contain long e.
Bridges are made of
.
( steel )
Sugar is
. f sweet )
We keep mosquitoes out of the house with . ( screens )
When you make a mistake you rub it out with an ( eraser )
A hllnd man cannot
. ( see )
It is cloudy hut the rain has not
. f hegun )
The wallpaper has a pretty
. f design )
Bring the hook to me. Put it
. ( here )
At night we f sleep )
.
The airplane traveled at a great
. ( speed )
I
Thirty-first Day
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Lesson 27. Visual Exercises
These words have a short e and a long e In them*
Underline the long e*s only .
electric
sweeten
weeder
keeper
peeler
deliver
even
develop
eleven
department
I
Thirty-seoond Day-
Short i
lesson 28 • Auditoiy Exercises
Listen to these words. Tell me what vowel sounds you hear.
Is it short or long ?
Dictate: lens lace mad smell
here hat deep lake
Listen for short i in these word parts.
Dictate:
it id ig im ip
Write them on the "board.
What words can you make out of these word parts ?
Listen to these word parts.
Dictate:
in ick is ill ist
Here are some words made out of these word parts.
Pronounce them,
cousin sticky tennis hill dentist
prince cricket history shrill mister

Thirty-second Day too
Lesson 28. Visual Exercises
Choose the correct word to fill in the "blanks in these
sentences.
He took a little of cake.
hat hit het
2. Take the off the pan.
lid lad led
3. That is a halloon.
hag heg hig
4. Will you go with ?
ham hem him
5. Do not your skirt.
rep rap rip
6. Mother is wearing a new
.
pin pan pen
7. Please up the papers.
pack pick peck
8. this pail with water.
fell fill fall
II.
Thirty-third Day-
Long i
Lesson 29. Auditory Exercises
Listen for the long i sottnd in these word parts.
Dictate:
ight ine ide ite ire
Write them on the hoard.
Have them pronoxmced.
Have children make up words with these word parts.
Dictate:
ind ice ipe ike ive
Write them on the hoard.
Have them pronotmced.
This time I will make up a word for each word part.
Write:
kindness lice stripe strike arrive
Have these words pronounced.
Divide the children into two teams. First child chooses a
word part and says a word containing it. A child on the other
team must say a word containing the same sound. Another word
part is chosen and the game continues in this manner until all
the word parts have heen used. Correct the errors. The team
with fewer errors wins.

Thirty-third Day
Lesson 29. Visual Exercises
Can you finish these rhymes ?
I was filled with delight
When I saw the beautiful •
I am always polite
When a letter I
•
Whenever I like
I may ride my •
The sun does shine
The day is •
The shore is wide
When it is low

Thirty-fourth Day-
Short and Long Vowels a, e, i, "by Transfer
Lesson 30. Auditory Exercises
Listen for the middle sound of these words. The middle
letter is short a.
Write these words on the "board and pronoxinoe them.
rat fad sham slat cap
Ask for other words that contain short a .
When I add e to these words, the e is silent and the a
has a long sound. Add e to each of the words above, and
pronounce them. Have children repeat them after you. Have
children name other words containing long a*
Write on the hoard these words.
rid her twin met
Have children add e to each of these words. Have them
pronounce the new word as they do so. Have them tell the
name of the vowel and whether it is short or long.
Write on the hoard.
shed wine Pete lit
Have children tell the short i word, long e word, etc.
L
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Thirty-fourth Day
Lesson 30. Visual Exercises
) "ban wren crih clam west
grip met clad lit clan
grit "bih "bet cah lip
nest pad lid fan jet
gas let fin lad chin
dip fret pet pan pen
Place all short a words under crab.
Put the short e. words under step, and
the short i words under slip. You will
find ten of each.
crah step slip

Thirty-fifth Day
Short and Long Vowels, a,e,i, by Transfer
Lesson 31. Auditory Exercises
Dictate:
"bath sham spit spin
Which vowel sotinds do you hear ?
Write them on the hoard.
Have them pronounced.
Have a child add e to each word.
Have children pronounce the words with e added.
Dictate :
step bet hied met wed
What vowel do you hear ?
Write words on the board.
Have them pronounced.
Sometimes we can double the e in words to make a new word
with the long e sound.
Write:
steep beet bleed meet weed
Have these words pronounced.
,1
Thirty-fifth Day
106
Lesson 31 • Yisual Exercises
Add e to these words, either in the middle or at the
end to get a long vowel sound. Write the new words beside
the words given.
fad
fed
quit
pip
step
slat
slid
can
red
cap

Thirty-sixth Day 107
Short o
Lesson 32. Auditory Exercises
In these word parts you will hear the sound of
short o.
Dictate:
ot oil of og
Write them on the "board.
Have them pronounced.
Pronounce these words.
Write:
blotter dollar shop ftog
Have children underline the -part of these words that
is like those above,
listen to these word parts.
Write and dictate:
oh od om ock
Pronounce them after me.
Tell me the sound a turkey makes
.
( gobble )
Write this under ob.
What word means new ? ( modem )
Wirite under od.
What word means to give your word ? (promise)
Write under om.
We tell time by the
.
( clock )
Write under ock.
0
Thirty-alxth Day
Lesaon 32. Ylsual Exercises
See how many words you can make out of these word
parts. They all contain short o.
ot op og oh
od om oil ock
f
Thirty-seventh Day-
Long o
Lesson 33. Auditory Exercises
These word parts contain long o.
Write:
ole oke ose ove
HbTe them pronotmced.
You make up some words using these word parts.
Listen to these words. What kind of an o do you hear ?
Dictate:
smock romper plot poll
Short 0 is correct.
How listen while I pronounce these word parts.
Dictate and write:
0 aw old one
Here are some words made up of these word parts.
Write and pronotmce:
"buffalo blow bold cone
Have children pronounce these words. Raise your hand when
you hear long o in these words.
holly choke toss glove
pole mock close clove
doll rock chose drove
Eskimo
carrot
cargo
swallow
stop
crow
collar
scold
dollar
shone
on
upon
rL
Thirty-seventh Day
Lesson 33. Visual Exercises
In each hlock cross out the word that does not rhyme.
fold dragon spoke clove
scold shame stroke roh
sold tone smoke drove
gold zone flock wove
jolly xylophone yoke grove
snow pole hero chose
stow role pardon close
store rode Chicago those
flow sole buffalo hose
slow stole Eskimo boss
i'^1
4
Thirty-eighth Day-
Short 11
Lesson 34. Auditory Exercises
Listen carefally for the short u so-ancL in these word
parts.
Dictate and write:
ud -ap Tim -on ut
Have so-unds prono-onced.
Tell me some words that contain these word parts.
These words have a short xl sound.
Dictate:
suck cluh dust muff hug
Write them on the hoard.
Have them pronounced.
Divide the children into two groups. Each child has a turn
in giving words to rhyme with those ahove. Each correct word
scores one point. The team with the most points wins.

Thirty-eighth Day-
Lesson 34, VisTial Exercises
Underline the part of the word in each group that is
like the first word.
hud h u c k sum
ugly muddy huckle humming
suggest studied strack lumber
slug Judge hucket hum
plug cud sucker thumh
hunter nuts must cub
stung "button August shrah
thunder crutch crust public
until shutter dusty rubbers
munch rut mustard subway

Thirty-niiitli Day-
Long u
Lesson 35« Auditory Exercises
These words contain long u.
Dictate:
cube cure mule duel nnise
Write them on the hoard.
Have them pronounced.
Who can give me a rhyme for each one ?
Listen to these words.
Which u do you hear ?
Dictate:
pucker trust plum Sunday
Listen to these words.
Which u do you hear ?
Dictate:
ambulance hugle minuend music
Each group of words that I am going to say contains only
one long u word. Raise your hand when you hear long u
Dictate:
tulips dull under puzzle
muff slum dumb sunny
dug sugar muscle grub
cub junk peanut cub
must nut ruin argue
unite pluck judge subtract
undress pup club cube
untie pupil hug cuff
understand punch rude sun
unless pump luck slush
ri
1
TMrty-nlnth Day
114
lesson 35. Visiial Exercises
Underline all the long n's you can find.
tulips druiQ
stuck bugle
cuff sung
pure bumble
pupil musical
mud husli
tub cube
mule shut
rug excuse
cute fuel
I c
I
fortieth Day-
Review of Long and Short Vowels
115
Utunber your paper from 1 to 20» As I say these words,
write down whether you hear long or short a, e, i, o, or u.
5'or example, if I should say cut, you would write down,
short u.
Teacher's List
bells kit
rice chest
blot mug
bran dash
here wipe
hill 8«iek
spoke doll
cave quake
suds pare
use f>low
rI
Porty-first Day-
Vowels, 0 and u "by Tiransfer
Lesson 36. AucLltory Exercises
The letters, a, e, i, o, u, and sometimes y are called
vowels. Listen carefally and see if you can tell me whether
the vowels in these words are long or short. Then name the
vowels.
"bet craze snip drive
The long vowels have the soiind of their own name.
Listen for them. What vowel do you hear ?
note rohe rode slope
Have the children erase the e and pronounce.
Listen for the sound of this vowel.
cute tuhe cuhe cure
What vowel did you hear ?
How can you change these words to make the u short ?
Have the children erase the e and pronounce.
cI
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Forty-first Day
Lesson 36. Visual Exercises
look at each word in the first column. Find a word
that rhymes with it in the second column. Write the word
"beside the word in the second column with which it rhymes.
tune
crop
tone
sun
cuhe
stove
cot
rug
fuse
rob
stop
Jane
fun
hone
hot
inag
tuhe
grove
moh
use
L
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Forty-second Day
Heview of Short and Long Vowels "by Transfer
In each of these groups of words there is one word
that does not helong. Can you find the word in each group
that does not helong there, and underline it ?
xa w no b came HQ. w
DSLxi noto lisin cute
sat pot lame rut
hate lot shame nut
rat dot flame hut
set hope hlrn
xire oope skim
wire 1)et top slim
hire let rope dime
tire mete slope trim
hide D JLSiQ.6 inhJ u u
did
muse slide clad coh
use ride made
excuse bride wade roh
cuh future chin cage
nih adventure shine crag
tuhe cure skin page
cluh purr spin stage
stuh pare thin rage
I-
Forty-third Day
Syllabication - Single Consonants "between Two Vowels
ii9
Lesson 37. Auditory Exercises
Kame the vowels.
All other letters are consonants.
We are going to learn to divide words into syllalDles so that
we can pronounce them more easily.
Write on the board:
over ever apron awoke evil
A single consonant between two vowels goes with the following
V0W61.
What are the two vowels in over? What is the consonant
between them ? Then v goes with the second syllable and
the word is divided like this 0/ ver
Have word pronoxmced.
Continue in like manner for the other four words.
Write on the board:
even unite motor paper melon
Ask how many syllables there are in these words.
How would you divide them ?
Give the rule.
Have the words pronounced.

Forty-third Day-
Lesson 37. VlsTial Exercises
Divide these words into syllahles.
water recess
hacon repair
"below pilot
total cement
tiger report
caboose potatoes
promote cigar
provide native
pupil garage
radish favor

I'D rty-fourth Day
Syllabication- DouTjle Consonants "between Two Vowels
lesson 38, Auditory Exercises
Write on the hoard:
hutter button pillow hatter vessel
Douhle consonants hetween two vowels are divided hetween the
two consonants. What are the douhle consonants in h u t t e r
What are the two vowels ? Then hutter will he divided this
way: hut/ ter.
Pronounce the word.
Do the same for the other four words.
Write:
bullet rubber humming squirrel trolley
Ask how many syllables in these words.
How would they be divided ? Why ?
Give the rule.
Have the words pronounced.
rI:
ii
I
Poirby-fourth Day-
Lesson 38. Visual Exercises
Double consonants "between two vowels are divided between
the two consonants.
Divide these words into syllables.
swimming wedding
twitter grammar
tassel litter
swallow mittens
surround mirror
berries morrow
valley mutton
cotton pattern
stopper robber
collect barrel
Review:
A single consonant between two vowels goes with the
following syllable.
Divide these words into syllables*
cedar
China
erase
final
habit
I
Forty-fifth Day
Syllabication Consonant before le
Lesson 39. Auditory Exercises
Today we will work with words ending in le.
The consonant "before le goes with the le.
Write: "bumble candle Bi"ble a"ble
Divide these words,
name the consonant "before the le.
Have a child divide each word.
Uow pronounce the words.
Write:
bugle noble
cycle paddle
apple pebble
circle rifle
cradle thimble
dimple title
gentle trifle
Jungle bottle
needle bundle
nimble table
Divide the class into two groups. Each child takes a turn
at dividing these words into syllables. The team which
divides the most words correctly wins.
4^
Forty-fifth Day-
Lesson 39. Visual Exercises
Divide these words into syllables:
cattle
fiddle
purple
raffle
steeple
Review.
Divide these words into syllables:
whinny woman
traffic swimmer
woven widow
sparrow stupid
zero stopper

Forty-sixth Day-
SyllabicatIon - y at the End of a Word
1^5
Lesson 40, Auditory Exercises
Write on the hoard:
any body pussy stonny
y at the end of a word is usually a separate syllable.
We divide any this way: an/y
Pronounce the word*
Divide the other words in this manner.
Have them pronounced.
Write on the hoard:
sand boss cook hand
Add y to these words and divide them into syllables.
Pronounce the words.
Write them on the board:
sorrow recite simple every
Have children divide these words into syllables and give
the rule in each case.

Forty-sixth Day
Lesson 40. YlsTial Exerolses
These words are divided into syllables for you.
suo/oess
dust/y
war/ble
might/y
pro/noxmce
sta/ble
shut/ter
stu/pid
Here are four rules for dividing into syllables.
Put the words under the correct rule,
1. A single consonant "between two vowels goes with the
second vowel.
2. When a double consonant comes between two vowels,
divide between the two consonants.
3. A consonant before le goes with the le.
4. Y at the end of a word usually is a separate syllable.

Forty-seventh Day-
Syllabication - Endings in es, en, and er
Lesson 41 • Auditory Ezeroises
Write on the hoard:
golden glasses catcher
heaten ashes speller
When en, es, and er are added to a root word to make a new
word, these endings make a separate syllable.
I will divide these words for you.
Divide the words and have them pronounced
•
Write on the hoard:
keeper bushes chicken
buyer marches quicken
What is the root word ?
Have children underline the root words.
Have children divide the words into syllables
•
Have words pronounced.
I'
1
ll
1
Porty-seventh Day
Lesson 41. Visual Exercises
Divide these words into syllables:
silken
planter
sharpen
pointer
healthy
hranches
reader
oheery
hoxes
preacher
lucky
churches
II
Forty-eighth Day
Review of Syllabication
Divide the underliiied words into syllahles.
!• The trucks romhle down the street.
2. Girls wear sashes .
3. The Indian used an arrow .
4. There are nails in the barrel .
5. He wrote on the paper .
6. mry likes bread and butter.
7. This land is hilly .
8. We will recite the poem together.
9. It is colder today than it was yesterday.
10. Put it in the wooden box.
II
Porty-nlnth Day
Compotmd Words
Lesson 42 Auditory Exeroises
Write on the "board: candlestiok
This word Is called a compound word "because It Is made up of
two words* What are they ?
Divide candle Into sylla"bles»
Pronounce the whole word.
Use It In a sentence.
Continue In this manner with these words:
huttonholes eversharp goldenrod
Tell the two smaller words which make up these words:
hummingbird pocket"book watermelon
Use each part of the word In a sentence.

Forty-ninth Day-
Lesson 42. Visual Exercises
Match the words in the first column with the worls
in the second column to make single new words. Then fill
in the blanks in the sentences with your new words.
flash hall
school house
foot light
wall shine
sun paper
1. Boys like to play
.
2. The children were playing outdoors in the •
3. When the light went out we used a
.
4. My bedroom has new
.
5. The teacher is on her way to the
1
Fiftieth Day
Compotrnd Words
Lesson 45 Auditory Exercises
Write on the hoard:
hlaokherries firecrackers pillowcase
Underline the two words which make up a compound word.
Divide these words into syllables.
These words are called compound words.
Pronounce them.
Write:
eye rain lash sling
coat shot case suit
Who can put two of these words together to make a compound
word ?
Who can think of some other compound words ?
r
Fiftieth Day
Lesson 43 Visual Exercises
Underline the compoomd words in these sentences.
1. The steamhoat sailed down the river.
2. John has a green toothhrush.
3. Streetcars run on tracks.
4. On the shore stood a lighthouse.
5. The teacher gave each child a notehook.
6. He wore a scarf and overcoat.
7. The postman "brought the mail.
8. In summer he goes "barefooted.
9. A hujnhle'bee lit on a flower.
10. Put some wood in the fireplace.
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